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1. DEF IN IT IONS AND PREL IMINARIES  
Let f /be  a simply or multiply connected bounded region with piecewise algebraic urve boundary. 
Denote by Pk the set of bivariate polynomials of total degree <_ k. 
The definition of polypol, curved sides element, was introduced by Wachspress [1]. Let curve 
Cm have n distinct irreducible components, F1,F2,. . .  ,Fn. Let point vl in Fn o P1, v~ in F1 o 
F2, . . .  vn in Fn-1 o Fn be designated as vertices. Let l~i denote the segment of curve r i  between 
vertices vi and vi+l (with v,~+l = vl) such that the n segments define a simple closed planar 
figure. This figure is an algebraic element and is said to be well-set (n-pol of degree m) polypol [1] 
iff 
(a) the vertices are all ordinary double-point of Cm, 
(b) the (open) segments l~i contain only simple points of Cm, and 
(c) the polypol interior contains no point of Cm. 
If a polypol is only satisfied by (a) and (c), the polypol is called ill-set polypol. 
The divisor of algebraic urve F on G in the complex projective plane is defined by 
F o G = Z (mp(F). mp(G))p, 
p 
where mp(F) and mpCG ) are the multiplicity of F and G at p, respectively, and the symbolic 
summation is over all p, including neighbors. 
The following two theorems are crucial results of the classical algebraic geometry. 
THEOREM 1. (See [2].) The order of FoG is O(FoG) = ~p mp(F)omp(G). If F and G have no 
common component, hen OCF o G) = t .s ,  where t and s are the order of F and G, respectively. 
THEOREM 2. (See [1].) Let the curves Fk and Gt be prime, k >_ t. Then there exist kt - (t - 
1)(t - 2)/2 linearly independent elements in Fk o Gt that uniquely determine the ( t - 1)(t - 2)/2 
remaining elements in Fk o Gt. 
Theorem 2 implies that the number of degree of freedom of a polynomial of degree k on a curve 
of order of t is d(k, t) = kt - (t - 1)(t - 2)/2 + 1 = kt - (t 2 - 3t)/2, and it is easy to know from 
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this theorem that, for k _> t, there are kt - (t - 1)(t - 2)/2 linear independent points (including 
neighbors) on a curve of order t. The kt -  (t - 1) ( t -  2)/2 points are called k th linear independent 
points on the curve of order t. 
In this paper, we use the notation fl0 to denote a well-set polypol and Fi : St, (x, y) --- 0 denotes 
the boundary curve F~ of order ti of f~0. Let r = (rl, r2), Irl = rl  + r2, Dr f (x ,  y) = ~txrl ~yr2  • 
2. C 1, C2-SMOOTH INTERPOLANTS ON A POLYPOL 
Let F be an irreducible algebraic urve of order t, and let k, # be given positive integers uch 
that k > (~ + 1). t. 
The following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 3. Let G0 be a we11-set polypol with boundaries Fj : S t j (x ,y )  = O, j = 1,2, . . .  ,n, 
# > 0 be a given integer, and f i (x ,  y) E C~(~), i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n be given functions. Let 
CiS I  ~+1 S I~+ 1 S~+ 1 StUn +1 
t l  " ' "  t~- i  " t i+ l  " ' "  
~, ' ) ,~ .~,  = ~.  _ o~+~ s~+l s~+l s r+ l '  
Z-~j=lC J° t l  " ' "  t j -1  " t j+~ " ' "  
(St,+,, = Bt , ) ,  (1) 
where ci > O, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n are constants. Then the rational function 
n 
n(=,y) = ~ ~")(~,y)/'(~,y), (~,y) • ~o (2) 
i=1 
has the interpolating properties 
DrR(x ,y ) l r ,  = Dr f J (x ,y) l r~,  Irl <_ #. 
The functions f i (x ,y )  and a l~)(x ,y)  in (3) are called the boundary functions of Fi and the 
i x weight function of f ( , y), respectively. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. It is easy to verify that 
n 
~") (~,y )  = 1, ~" ) (~,y ) l~ ,  = ~,~, 
and 
0M a~")(x,y)lr, = o, OXrl yr2 
where i , j  = 1,2 , . . .n ,  r = (rl ,r2), Ir] = rl +r2,  ]r] = 1,2, . . .  ,#. Hence, it follows that 
01~l y)] 01rl 
ox~'y ~'fj(x'y) = °x-~V~y ;;-' /j (x' y) r~' 
where j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, which completes the proof. 
Let 
e: , ,  t._3,, , , .3,2 , 
h: ( , , ,  t. , e, 2 2 ' =e-2 ,  ----g-2. 
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In order to get smooth interpolants on a polypol, we need to state the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 4. Let r : f (x,  y) = 0 be an irreducible algebraic urve of order t >_ 1, k >_ 2t. Let {vi}d=~ 
be a suitable knot-set for Pk-2t  and none of them lies on F, and {~}~=1, {~1}~=1 be chosen on P 
e- l -  such that all elements but one of the divisor 2~1 + 2~ + )-'~j=2 vj and vl + ve + Y~-g=l ~)~ are k th 
and (k - t) th linearly independent on F, respectively. Then there exists a unique polynomial 
pk( x, y) ~ Pk determined by the following information: 
D~pk(~l),Drpk(Oe), Irl < l ,  pk(~j), j=2 ,3 , . . . ,e -1 ,  
0 
~npk(~)~), 1 = 1,2, . . . ,g ,  pk(vi),  i = 1,2, . . . ,d ,  
where o~Pk(V~) means the normal derivative of pk(x, y) along curve F at ~. 
LEMMA 5. Let F : f (x,  y) = 0 be an irreducible algebraic urve of order t >_ 1, k >_ 3t. Let {vi}d'=i 
- -  I J  I 
be a suitable knot-set for Pk-at  and none of them lies on F. {v~}~=l, {~}~=1, and " t, 
~ ~ I 1 I 
chosen on F such that all elements but one of the divisor 3v1+ 3ve, + ~-]~j=2 9j, 291-]-29e,-}-~:___~ 1 ?)l 
and ~)1 -~- re'~ -{- ~s=lh Os are k th, (k - t) th, and (k - 2t) th linearly independent on P, respectively. 
Then there exists a unique polynomial pk(x,y) ~ Pk determined by the following information: 
0 
D~pk(fJ1),Drpk(Oe,), [r I < 1, Pk(Vj), j = 2,3 , . . . ,e '  - 1, ~nnPk(O~), 
O: 
On2P~(O8), s=l ,2 , . . . ,h ,  p~(v~), i= l ,2 , . . . ,d ' ,  
l = 1,2 , . . . ,g ' ,  
02 where ~-~ (~'~n) means the the first (second) normal derivative along curve F. 
Let  -- (3t  + - S ) /2 ,  ; (5t  + - 12) /2  and  = - 1)(t  + 4) ) /2 .  Accord ing  
to Lemmas 4 and 5, we shall introduce nodes on a given polypol f~0 for constructing smooth 
interpolants as follows. 
(I) For the C 1 case, all the vertices of f~0 are nodes. On every boundary Fi of fl0, if ti = 1, 
then one point is chosen in the interior of I~i, which is called the first-order side node 
on F~. If ti > 1, then di and ei distinct points are chosen in the interior of the curve 
segment I~, denoted by tvj Jj=l and t l Jl=l, respectively, such that all elements but 
dl 01i) ?)}i) th one of the divisors on curve Fi 2vi + 2vi+l + ~ j= l  and v~ + Vi+l + )-~4e:1 are 2ti 
and ti th linear independent on F~, respectively. 
(II) For the C 2 case, all the vertices of 120 are nodes. On every boundary r i  of n0, if ti = 1, 
then one first-side node and two distinct second-side nodes are introduced in interior of I~i; 
ti > 1, then d~, di, and ei distinct points are chosen in the interior of the curve segment I~i, 
denoted by'~(0"d~ s~)(i)~d~ and ~-(i)~e, ~tVj ~j=l' t / Jl=l' l vs t8=1' and called value-side nodes, first-side nodes, 
and second-side nodes, respectively, such that all elements but one of the divisors on curve 
r-~d; ~(i) r'~di ^(4) e, ?)li) ri  3vi + 3vi+l -t- 2.,j=l V~ , 2vi + 2vi+l + 2.,l=l Vl , and vi + v~+l + Y~.s=l are3ti  th, 
2ti th  and ti th linear independent on Fi, respectively. 
One can construct C 1, C2-smooth interpolants on n0 as follows. 
(A) For the C 1 case, 
(i) one can construct boundary functions on ft0: for every boundary Fi of f/0, if ti = 1, 
then one can construct a polynomial p(O(x, y) of degree 3 by using the information 
Drp (0 (v~), Drp (0 (vi+ 1), DrP (i) (v0), Irl_< 1, (3) 
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where vo is an arbitrary point not on F~; if t~ > 1, then one can construct a polynomial 
p(i) (x, y) of degree 2t~ by using the following information: 
Drp (~) (v~), D" p (i) (vi+ 1), 
j : i ,2 , . . . ,d i ,  Op( ' ) (~ i ) ) ,  I = 1,2, . . . ,e~;p (~) (v0), 
where v0 is an arbitrary point which does not lie on Fi. 
(ii) Define a rational function on ~0 
R(x, y) = F_. y), 
i= l  
(B) 
(a) 
(x, y) e ~o, (5) 
where a(1)(x,y) is defined as in (1). 
For the C 2 case, 
(i) one can construct boundary functions on ~o: for every boundary Fi of flo, if ti = 1, 
then one can construct a polynomial p(i) (x, y) of degree 5 by using the information 
(6) 
Drp (i) (vi), Drp (i) (vi+ 1), Drp (i) (Vo), 
0 2 
Jr[ < 2, 
0 2 . 
On2P (') (0~')) ,
where v0 is an arbitrary point which does not lie on F~; if ti > 1, then one can 
construct a polynomial p(i) (x, y) of degree 3ti by using the following information: 
D"p (~) (vi), Drp (i) (v~+ 1), 
(7) 0 2 . 
On2P (') (~ ' ) ) ,  s= l ,2 , . . . ,e , ,  p(')(vo), 
where vo is an arbitrary point which does not lie on Fi. 
(ii) Define a rational function on ~0: 
n 
= e (8) 
i= l  
where a(1)(x,y) is defined as in (2). 
THEOREM 6. Let ~ be a region with piecewise algebraic curve boundary, and ~ be a weft-set 
polypol partition of ~ such that every piecewise point on the boundary is a vertex of some weft-set 
polypol. For an introduced nodes set (I) on v, the piecewise rational function constructed by (5) 
on each polypol in T is C 1 smoothness on 12. 
THEOREM 7. On the hypothesis of Theorem 6 and for an introduced node set ( I I )  on T, the 
piecewise rational function constructed by (8) in T is C 2 smoothness on ~. 
For the case of ill-set polypol, if the side nodes are selected as in well-set polypol and none of 
them is a singular point of the boundary curve, then our deduction and conclusions are also held. 
3. AN APPROACH FOR CONSTRUCTING 
BOUNDARY POLYNOMIALS  
To get the expressions of the smooth interpolants (5) and (8), we shall consider the expres- 
sions of the boundary polynomials determined by conditions (4) and (7) by means of recurrence 
construction method. Without loss of generality, we discuss here the construction for the case of 
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polypol with some conic boundaries and three first-order side nodes coincide with three value- 
side nodes for every conic boundary of flo, respectively, and consider the following interpolation 
conditions. For a given f (x ,  y) E C:, find a polynomial pa(x, y) E P4 such that 
p4(vo) = f(vo), Drp4(vi) = Drf(v i ) ,  ]r I < 1, 
..(~,>)_-~(~,>) ,-:, ,~, £..(e >) -'~(e >) ,_-.,~,~, ~) 
where vi, vi+l, and ~Ji) (j _-- 1,2, . . . ,  5) are distinct points on the conic Fi and v0 is a point which 
lies on the line determined by vi and 9(0. It is known from Lemma 4 that this interpolation 
problem is unisolvant in Pa. 
Let lo(x,y) = 0 determined by v~ and ~i), l : (x,y) = 0 determined by ~(0 and ~(0, 12(x,y) = 0 
determined by v~+: and v~ *), and 13(x,y) = 0 determined by v~ and vi+: be designated as basic 
lines (see Figure 1). 
¢)  ~ , )  .., 
Figure 1. 
Let l , (x,y) = xcos0i + ysin0i - 7i = 0 and t (i) = xsin0i - ycos0~. It is clear that t(0 is a 
local coordinate to l,(x, y) = 0. Denote the local coordinates of points-vo, 'v 2"-'(0, ~:0, 9(0, ~(0, v,+: 
by t(o 0), t(1 °), t(2 °), t(o 1), t~ 1), t(0 ), t~ a), respectively. For the points v~ and vi+l, they can also be 
expressed by the local coordinates to 13(x, y) = 0, denoted by t(o 3) and t~ 3), respectively. 
Then the solution of the above interpolation problem can be expressed in the form 
.o 0,o>) +., (,,'>),o(~, ~> +..  0~'>),o(., ~>,1(.,~> p4(x,y) 
+ .. 0,~>),o(., ~>,,(., ~>,.(., ~)÷.. (,~.>),o(~, ~>,,(., ~>,.(., ~>,.(., ~>, 
where c~(t (0) E la4_ i , /= 1, 2, 3,4 are univariate Hermite interpolating polynomials determined 
by the following conditions: 
.o (,'o °>) = :(.o>, .o (e >) -- :(~,>, .o (¢>) -- :(e>), 
(a) 
(b) 
., (,(0'>)--~, (~:.), 
.: 0'0") -- : , ,0  (e') 
~ (¢9 : - °  (~.) OrO 
.: (,~,,)_- o ::, (o:.), 
where fx(x, y) = ( f (x ,  y) - co(t(°))/lo(x, y), 
(c> .. O~o '>) -- :. (~:'>), .. (,~'>) _- :.(v,+,>, 
where f2(x, y) = (fl(x, y) -- Cl(t(1))/ll(X, y), 
(d) 
. x - (~(o))] . } . .0 , :>)_  - [~.~(,.> co 
lll2 Iv,, 
0 ~, (¢>) : : ' ( '+ ' )  
----- a l  , y~a 
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(e) o4 (,(,,) =,, (~,,), 
where f3(x, y) = (f2(x, y)-c2(t(2)))/12, f4(x, y) = (f3(z, y)-c3(t(3)))/13, and 0 is the derivative 
operator along the direction of l i(x, y) = O. 
All the expressions of c~(t(O) can be obtained easily. Say co(t(°)), the expression is
(~o)) __ (~(o °) _ e ~)~ (e ~ e ~) 
• f (v i )  1-/+(o~--;(g~g)--;(0)~ 
+ (~(0) _ ~(oO)) (~,o) _ e))~ 
(e, ~(o o,) (e, - ~o,)~ 
( ( ~"°' "°' ~(°°' (,'°' e') • s (~ ' , )~-  0 .2 -01-  
~,o2 -oo  ) t,°2 
+ (e)_e))  (e)_¢))2 
(~(o)_e,)) 
Finally, the following conclusions are stated. For a given well-set polypol ~o, denote by ti the 
order of the boundary curve Fi, and let t = min{ti : i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n}. If t = 1, then the smooth 
interpolant (5) and (8) have 3 and 5 polynomial precision, respectively. If t > 1, then the smooth 
interpolant (5) and (8) have 2t and 3t polynomial precision. 
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